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we all know the scenario: you've just eaten a big meal that not only
filled your stomach, but your entire room. you can't get out of bed
because you're so sore from your last meal. but, it's no use: you
just won't be able to get up to make a pot of coffee. you must do

something! what can you do? heres what you can do: get up, make
a pot of coffee, sit down, and enjoy that cup of coffee - in bed. it will
still be hot, and it will still be good! this tv series is one of the most

unusual series i have ever watched and it's gotten me thinking
about a lot of different things. he has slowly shown what the normal

cast is like after the chosen ones were eaten. so he has a new
group of friends now, but what i loved was the fact that they are
zombies. that made it a lot more interesting than some normal
friends who just have more normal problems like being late for

something, or that one girl who is always getting herself in trouble.
this is a different and cool way to watch a zombie movie. they have
also been created to help others. that kind of makes them different

from a normal zombie movie. there are a lot of movies with
zombies, but never really thought about them as people. this has

brought up a lot of questions for me and i love that. it also reminds
me of the saw series and how they are all created to help people

who see them as a normal person. they all cause a lot of problems
and they all work to solve them. it's kind of different from those

other movies too because at the end of every one of those movies,
they say they will never make them again.
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2017's Train to Busan
paved the way for

"somewhat
predictable" zombie
movies. 2016's Dead
Rabbit is more of a

zombie spoof, though
set in a more realistic
manner. Dead Rabbit
just felt so much more
light hearted and had

so many brighter
moments than its

slightly dull
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predecessor. 2016's
surprisingly enjoyable
28 Days Later was the

last of the "zombie with
a brain" movies, after
2010's I Am Legend
and 2014's White

House Down gave us a
new kind of zombie.

Well, 2014's Argo was
a nice surprise, but it

was still an
action/comedy, not a

full blown thriller. Dead
Rabbit changed that. It
set a new standard for
zombie movies, as it
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was neither 28 Days
Later nor Dead Island...

it was something
completely different.

Who else is excited for
next year? The Dead
Island sequel is going
to be epic, the Pacific
Rim Uprising sequel
looks good, and this
will inevitably be the
third 28 Days Later or

World War Z film.
We've been here

before though. 2008's
28 Weeks Later didn't
sell well, 2009's Warm
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Bodies was met with
mostly negative

reactions and 2011's
Warm Bodies 2 was a

disappointment. Give it
up for the zombie

boom, coming in the
2020s. Let's have some

fun and wild zombie
movies in the 21st
century! It's a good

thing you don't need a
lot of back story to tell

me what I want to
know in this zombie
movie because it is

very short on it. What I
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have is plenty - I just
want to see the movie.

So, in that respect I
was happy it wasn't
nearly as "jumpy" as

some of the other
films. It does have its
ups and downs, but I
find it enjoyable. The

most "head scratcher"
moment of the movie
is when you see what
an actual zombie is
doing, the zombies
only way to eat is to
bite (or spear) the

living. It'll be
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interesting to see what
they do for food.
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